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Black Mirror
Series 2 (2013)

'Be Right Back'

1. After her boyfriend Ash is killed, what does Martha learn about herself?

2. Martha signs up to a service that creates an AI imitation of Ash that she can communicate with.
What is the next stage of the service?

3. Several years later, on Martha's daughter's birthday, her daughter takes a slice of cake to who in
the attic?

'White Bear'

4. A woman wakes up in a house suffering from what?

5. When the woman wrestles a shotgun of one of the 'Hunters', what happens when the trigger is
squeezed?

6. The woman learns that she is called Victoria Skillane and that she was an accomplice to who?

7. Victoria is sent to the White Bear Justice Park to have what done at the end of each do so that her
punishment and entertainment can begin afresh?

'The Waldo Moment'

8. What is Waldo?

9. What does Waldo do to politicians?

10. Waldo is entered for a by-election in which parties' safe seat?

11. Who reveals himself as the man behind Waldo?

12. Why do the police taser a homeless Jamie?
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Quizmaster Answers
1. That she is pregnant
2. A physical android version of Ash
3. Android Ash
4. Amnesia
5. It sprays confetti
6. Iain Rannoch (A child murderer)

7. Her memory wiped
8. A computer-animated bear
9. Pranks them by asking vulgar questions in interviews
10. Conservative
11. Jamie
12. For throwing a bottle at a screen that displays

Waldo on every channel
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